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Abstract—This paper analyzes the potential uplink capacity gains of a two-hop 802.16j relay network operating in transparent mode. Detailed channel models and adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) in the physical layer are developed. To mitigate the capacity loss due to multihop communications, multi-input multi-output (MIMO) transmission is applied in the relay link. We derived the cell coverage and average spectral efficiency, as well as the system Erlang capacity supporting both voice and data traffic. The numerical results show that MIMO transmission in the relay link can significantly improve the end-to-end spectral efficiency. Furthermore, the position and the number of relay stations (RSs) have a great impact on the capacity gain. These results are further verified in the evaluation of the system Erlang capacity. The study demonstrates that with proper deployment of RSs and use of MIMO transmission in the relay link, significant capacity gains can be achieved with a two-hop 802.16j relay system compared to the conventional single-hop 802.16e system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Initial field trial of WiMAX products showed that 802.16e system has limited coverage and provides unsatisfied quality-of-service (QoS) for indoor users as well as users at cell boundaries. To address this problem, the 802.16j task group was formed to develop a relay based solution to support mobile multihop relay (MMR) operation. In an MMR network, mobile stations (MSs) are allowed to route through intermediate relay stations (RSs) to reach the base station (BS), which differs from the legacy single-hop 802.16e system. A key advantage of MMR is that it can reduce installation and operation costs compared with deploying additional BSs to cover these areas, particularly in the early stage of network deployments. With the introduction of RS, it becomes possible to break up a long single-hop link between a BS and a distant MS into a series of shorter hops. As the shorter hops are more spectrally efficient, the overall end-to-end spectral efficiency of MMR may increase relative to the single-hop system. RS may also be used as an attachment point for those MSs that are out of the communication range with the BS, thereby extending cell range. The 802.16j RS is fully backward compatible with 802.16e MS, meaning that an MS can be supported by an 802.16j relay network without any change.

Although the performance of multihop relay networks has been extensively studied, there have been a few studies concentrated on 802.16j MMR networks. Cell coverage and capacity are analyzed in [1] for a two-hop extension of an 802.16 cell in the presence of mesh communications. The results show the trade-off between coverage extension and capacity decrease. The capacity gain attainable with a relay-enhanced 802.16j system is investigated in [2] via simulations. The results show that uplink capacity for both VoIP and data traffic increases significantly when RSs are deployed in the system. References [3] & [4] compared network coverage and system capacity for 802.16j MMR networks with single-hop, transparent relay, and non-transparent relay with centralized and distributed scheduling mode. In [5], various cooperative diversity schemes for a two-hop relay network using the 802.16j standard are investigated. However, no previous work has developed specific physical layer models to analyze the potential capacity gains of 802.16j systems.

The objective of this work is to answer some initial questions regarding the capacity gains that can be achieved through the use of transparent relays. The study has two key aspects. First, we derive the average end-to-end cell spectral efficiency and analyze the impact of the location and the number of RSs on the capacity gains. Second, the Erlang capacity of the system supporting both voice and data traffic at a given QoS requirement is calculated and compared with/without relays.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the system architecture as well as the frame structure of 802.16j MMR networks with transparent mode. In Section III, analytical models for calculating the average cell spectral efficiency as well as the system Erlang capacity are presented. Numerical results are discussed in Section IV. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a single cell 802.16j based cellular network. Two different relay modes are defined: transparent and non-transparent [4]. The key difference between these two modes of operation lies in the transmission of framing information. In transparent mode, the multihop relay base station (MR-BS) transmits such information, while in non-transparent mode this information is transmitted by the RS. This leads to different benefits depending on the relay operation mode. More specifically, the transparent relays (T-RSs) do not extend cell coverage but aim to enhance the spectral efficiency within the MR-BS cell. The non-transparent relays (NT-RSs), on the other hand, provide coverage extension while the transmission of the framing information results in significant interference among the relays and therefore, limits the potential spectral efficiency enhancement. At present, 802.16j systems operate...
exclusively in either transparent or non-transparent mode. Thus, the deployment of RSs either enhances the overall spectral efficiency within the MR-BS cell coverage or increases the MR-BS cell coverage, but not both.

In this paper, we only consider transparent mode. A high level frame structure of 802.16j systems operating in transparent mode is shown in Fig. 1. The frame structure supports a typical two-hop relay-enhanced communication, where some MSs communicate directly to the MR-BS, while other MSs are attached to a T-RS and communicate to the MR-BS via the T-RS. Frame sections in green denote receive operation, whereas sections in white denote idle mode. Even though extensions of the frame structure to support more than two hops have been defined by the work group, here we only concentrate on a two-hop relay-enhanced 802.16j MMR network, as the communication path between the MS and MR-BS is usually no more than two hops away in practical scenarios.

At the physical layer, the time axis is divided into frames with fixed length, each of which consists of a downlink (DL) and an uplink (UL) subframe to support TDD operation. In order to enable multihop communication, both downlink and uplink subframes are further divided into different transmission zones: one access zone and one relay zone. The access zone is dedicated for communication that directly engages MSs, and it is backward compatible with the 802.16e standard. Specifically, MSs receive from or transmit to the MR-BS or T-RS. Frame sections in green denote receive operation, whereas sections in white denote idle mode. Even though extensions of the frame structure to support more than two hops have been defined by the work group, here we only concentrate on a two-hop relay-enhanced 802.16j MMR network, as the communication path between the MS and MR-BS is usually no more than two hops away in practical scenarios.

In this paper, we only focus on the uplink capacity of a two-hop relay-enhanced 802.16j system operating in transparent mode. Two types of services, voice and data are supported by the system. Voice is not tolerant to packet delay, thus requires a constant bit rate. Data is more elastic in the transmission rate regarding the channel conditions, but also requires a minimum throughput. Voice and data users arrive at the cell randomly.

### III. ANALYTICAL MODELS

In this section, we first derive the average cell spectral efficiency under detailed channel models. Then we use the classical teletraffic theory to calculate the Erlang capacity of the system supporting both voice and data traffic.

#### A. Channel Models

Assume that the channel has quasi-static flat fading. We use the following notation:

- $\gamma$ denotes the average SNR per symbol for a fixed path loss, averaged over both shadowing and fast fading.
- $\gamma_0$ denotes the random SNR per symbol for a fixed path loss, shadowing, and fast fading. Its average value, averaged over all fading, is $\bar{\gamma}$.
- $\gamma$ denotes the random SNR per symbol for a fixed path loss, shadowing, and fast fading. Its average value, averaged over all fading, is $\bar{\gamma}$.

The channel model consists of three parts: path loss, shadow fading, and fast fading [7].

1) **Path-Loss Model:** Assume a node transmits at power $P_t$ over a distance $r$. The received SNR over path loss is then $\gamma = P_t K(\frac{r}{d_0})^\alpha / (\sigma_0^2 B)$, where $\alpha$ is the path loss exponent, $K = [\lambda/(4\pi d_0)]^2$ is a unitless constant that depends on the wavelength of the RF carrier $\lambda$ and outdoor reference distance $d_0$, and $\sigma_0^2 B$ is the thermal noise power.

2) **Slow Fading (Shadowing):** With shadowing, the received SNR can be expressed as $\gamma = P_t K(\frac{r}{d_0})^\alpha \chi / (\sigma_0^2 B)$, where the shadowing value $\chi$ is typically modeled as a log-normal random variable $10 \log_{10} \chi \sim N(0, \sigma_{\chi}^2)$.

3) **Fast Fading:** In Rayleigh fading channel, the received signal amplitude $z$ has the Rayleigh distribution $p(z) = \frac{z}{\sigma^2} e^{-z^2/2\sigma^2}$, and the received SNR is exponentially distributed $p_\gamma(\gamma | \bar{\gamma}) = \frac{1}{\bar{\gamma}} e^{-\gamma / \bar{\gamma}}$ with mean $\bar{\gamma}$.
B. Adaptive Rate and Power Allocation in Access Zone

The objective of AMC is to maximize spectral efficiency by adjusting the transmission parameters according to time-varying channel conditions, while maintaining a prescribed bit error rate (BER) over wireless links. In this paper, we examine adaptive schemes in terms of continuous power and discrete rate adaptation for composite fading channels consisting of both slow (shadowing) and fast fading. Since the fast fading changes too quickly to be accurately tracked, the transmitter only adapts to the slow fading.

Let $N$ denote the total number of transmission modes available and $\mathcal{M} = \{M_0, \ldots, M_{N-1}\}$ denote the set of constellations, where $M_0 = 0$ corresponds to no data transmission. The rate $K(\gamma)$ associated with each transmission mode is $K_j = \log_2 M_j$ ($j = 0, \ldots, N - 1$). We partition the entire $\gamma$ range into $N$ non-overlapping consecutive intervals with boundaries denoted as $\Gamma_j$ ($j = -1, \ldots, N - 1$), where $\Gamma_{-1} = 0$ and $\Gamma_{N-1} = \infty$. Each rate $K_j$ is assigned to a fading region when $\gamma \in [\Gamma_{j-1}, \Gamma_j]$. We want to optimize the boundaries $\Gamma_j$ ($j = 0, \ldots, N - 2$) and find the optimal power $P(\gamma)$ and rate $K(\gamma)$ adaptation that maximize the average rate $E[\mathcal{K}(\gamma)]$ with average transmit power $\overline{P}$, while meeting a given BER target $P_b$.

Assuming Rayleigh fading for the fast fading, the average bit error probability for a given shadowing $\gamma$ can be approximated by averaging the instantaneous bit error probability over the fast fading distribution [6]:

$$P_b(\gamma) = 0.2 \frac{0.15P(\gamma)/P}{2^{\gamma/1.5} - 1} + 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Rearranging Eqn. (1) yields the power adaptation scheme:

$$P(\gamma) = \frac{h[\mathcal{K}(\gamma)]}{\gamma} = \frac{h[K_j]}{\gamma}, \quad \Gamma_{j-1} \leq \gamma \leq \Gamma_{j}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $h[\mathcal{K}(\gamma)] = \frac{0.2}{1.5} \left(2^{K(\gamma) - 1} - 1\right)$

We maximize spectral efficiency by maximizing:

$$E[\mathcal{K}(\gamma)] = \sum_{j=0}^{N-1} \left( \int_{\Gamma_{j-1}}^{\Gamma_{j}} h[K_j] \frac{P(\gamma)}{\gamma} d\gamma \right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

subject to the power constraint:

$$\int_{0}^{\infty} \frac{P(\gamma)}{\overline{P}} h[P(\gamma)/\gamma] d\gamma = \sum_{j=0}^{N-1} \int_{\Gamma_{j-1}}^{\Gamma_{j}} \frac{h[K_j]}{\gamma} P(\gamma)/\gamma d\gamma = 1$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $p(\gamma)$ is the pdf of shadowing $\gamma$.

The optimal region boundaries $\Gamma_j$ ($j = 0, \ldots, N - 2$) can be obtained by using the Lagrange equation [6].

C. MIMO Transmission in Relay Zone

Generally it is expected that the relay link enjoys better channel quality than the access link, as it is likely that there is line-of-sight (LOS) communication between T-RSs and MR-BS. In this case, the received signal amplitude $z$ over relay link follows the Rician distribution.

In UL relay zone, the T-RS relays the traffic received from the MSs to the MR-BS. To satisfy the flow conservation constraint, the capacity of relay link should be high enough to accommodate all the traffic received by the T-RS in the UL access zone. Multi-input multi-output (MIMO) scheme is an emerging technology that can be used to increase data rates through multiplexing or to improve the transmission reliability through diversity without requiring increased signal power or bandwidth. In 802.16j MMR networks, the capacity of relay link has a great impact on the overall end-to-end spectral efficiency, thus MIMO transmission with multiplexing scheme is applied to increase the link capacity.

Let $M_t$ and $M_r$ denote the number of transmit and receive antennas, respectively. Consider a time-varying MIMO channel with $M_r \times M_t$ channel gain matrix $\mathbf{H}$. We assume that the receiver has perfect channel state information (CSI), but the transmitter does not. The transmitter assumes a zero-mean spatially white (ZMSW) distribution for $\mathbf{H}$.

A reliable communication rate with CSI at receiver in fading channels can be expressed as [6]:

$$K_C = \max_{\mathbf{R}_t, \mathbf{R}_r} E_\mathbf{H} \left[ \log_2 \det \left( I_{M_t} + \frac{\sigma^2}{\mathbf{R}_r} \mathbf{H} \mathbf{H}^H \right) \right]$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $g$ is the attenuation function due to path loss, $\mathbf{R}_s$ is the input covariance matrix, $\mathbf{Tr}(\mathbf{R}_s)$ is the trace of $\mathbf{R}_s$ which corresponds to the total transmit power constraint. The optimum input covariance matrix that maximizes rate $K_C$ for the ZMSW model is the scaled identity matrix $\mathbf{R}_s = (\overline{P}/M_t) I_{M_t}$, that is, the transmit power is equally distributed among all the transmit antennas. Then (5) can be rewritten as:

$$K_C = E_\mathbf{H} \left[ \log_2 \det \left( I_{M_t} + \frac{\overline{P}}{\sigma^2} \mathbf{H} \mathbf{H}^H \right) \right]$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $\mathbf{R}_t$ denotes the rank of $\mathbf{H}$, and $\lambda_i$ is the $i$th largest eigenvalue of $\mathbf{H}^H \mathbf{H}$.

D. Relay Selection Strategy and Cell Spectral Efficiency

With two-hop relaying, the transmission requires two phases. In the first phase source-to-relay communication takes place and the second phase is used for the relays to forward the received information to the destination. The two-phase transmission causes multiplexing loss since each data block has to be transmitted twice, over both the access link and the relay link. Hence relay must be used only when it can provide better end-to-end spectral efficiency $\rho$ (in bits/s/Hz) than that of direct transmission, i.e., without relay.

Let's consider a MS located at $(r, \theta)$ using polar coordinates, where $r$ and $\theta$ are the distance and the angle to the MR-BS respectively. We assume that the T-RSs are symmetrically positioned in the cell with the same distance to the MR-BS, thus the spectral efficiency of each relay link $K_C$ can be assumed identical using (6). When the MS transmits to the MR-BS directly, its spectral efficiency is $\rho_D(r, \theta) = E[\mathcal{K}(\gamma_D)]$.
using (3), where $\gamma_R$ is the received SNR at the MR-RS under path loss and shadowing. When the MS uses relay, its end-to-end spectral efficiency including the effect of multiplexing loss can be expressed as:

$$\rho_{\text{UL}}(r, \theta) = \frac{E[K(\gamma_R)]}{E[K(\gamma_R)] + K_C}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $\gamma_R$ is the received SNR at the closet T-RS under path loss and shadowing. The end-to-end spectral efficiency from a MS located at $(r, \theta)$ to the MR-RS is then given by:

$$\rho(r, \theta) = \max \{ \rho_{\text{UL}}(r, \theta), \rho_{\text{DL}}(r, \theta) \}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

The average cell spectral efficiency can be obtained by integrating the end-to-end spectral efficiency over the cell area:

$$\overline{\rho} = \frac{1}{\pi R^2} \int_0^{2\pi} \int_0^R \rho(r, \theta) r \, dr \, d\theta$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

E. Erlang Capacity of the System

The Erlang capacity is generally defined as the maximum traffic load that the system can support when the blocking probabilities at the call admission control (CAC) level do not exceed certain thresholds. The Erlang capacity of the system can be obtained by using the classical teletraffic model of multi-dimensional loss systems [8].

We assume that voice and data users arrive at the cell in a random order following a Poisson process with rate $\lambda_v$ and $\lambda_d$, respectively. The service time for voice and data users is exponentially distributed with intensity $\mu_v$ and $\mu_d$, respectively. The CAC module decides whether an incoming call should be admitted or not. To prioritize voice service, CAC reserves a fixed amount of bandwidth dedicated for voice users only, and allows both voice and data users to compete for the remaining bandwidths.

For a given quality of service, voice users require a constant bit rate of $R_v$ bits per second and data users require a minimum throughput of $R_d$ bits per second. Let $B$ denote the total amount of bandwidth available for UL data transmissions, $\Delta B$ of them are reserved for voice users only. Given the average cell spectral efficiency, each voice user is allocated $\tau_v = R_v/\overline{\rho}$ bandwidth on average to ensure a constant bit rate, and each data user is allocated at least $\tau_d = R_d/\overline{\rho}$ bandwidth on average to guarantee a minimum throughput. The remaining bandwidths can be allocated to data users on demand to increase their throughput. Let $(n_v, n_d)$ denote the number of admitted voice users and data users in the cell, respectively. Under the above conditions, the state space of the system is given by:

$$S := \{n_v, n_d\} \in M \times N$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

subject to:

$$n_v \cdot \tau_v + n_d \cdot \tau_d \leq B$$

$$n_d \cdot \tau_d \leq B - \Delta B$$

where $M$ and $N$ are the maximum number of voice and data users that can be accommodated in the system, respectively.

The call-level characteristics of a multi-class (voice/data) 802.16j MMR network with the CAC policy described above can be modeled by a Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC), shown in Figure 2, where state $(i, j)$ represents the amount of bandwidth occupied by voice users and data users, respectively. As it is a reversible Markov process (Kolmogorov’s criteria is fulfilled for all possible paths) and has product form, the numerical evaluations can be done by using the convolution algorithm [8].

Let $p_v(\cdot)$ and $p_d(\cdot)$ denote the state probabilities of each service class as if it is alone in the system. By applying Erlang B-formula, we get:

$$\begin{aligned}
& p_v(m \cdot \tau_v) = \frac{\lambda_v^m}{\sum_{i=0}^{\infty} \lambda_v^i} \frac{m!}{\tau_v^m} \quad m \in \Omega_v \\
& p_v(\cdot) = 0 \quad \text{else} \\
& p_d(n \cdot \tau_d) = \frac{\lambda_d^n}{\sum_{j=0}^{\infty} \lambda_d^j} \frac{n!}{\tau_d^n} \quad n \in \Omega_d \\
& p_d(\cdot) = 0 \quad \text{else}
\end{aligned}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where $A_v = \lambda_v/\mu_v$ and $A_d = \lambda_d/\mu_d$ are the offered traffic of voice and data users, respectively. The offered traffic is usually defined as the average number of call attempts per mean holding time. $\Omega_v$ and $\Omega_d$ are the sets of possible number of voice and data users in each service class, $[x]$ denotes the largest integer not exceeding $x$.

$$\begin{aligned}
\Omega_v & := \{0, 1, \ldots, \left\lfloor \frac{B}{\tau_v} \right\rfloor \} \\
\Omega_d & := \{0, 1, \ldots, \left\lfloor \frac{B - \Delta B}{\tau_d} \right\rfloor \}
\end{aligned}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

The closed-form of the call blocking probability of each traffic stream can be obtained by using the convolution algorithm, shown in (13) and (14). Due to the PASTA-property in Poisson arrival process, the call congestion is also equal to the time congestion and traffic congestion.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We consider a single-cell two-hop 802.16j MMR network operating in transparent mode with a total bandwidth of 5
MHz, where the carrier frequency is 2.5 GHz. The system is configured such that 50% of the total capacity is used for downlink and uplink transmissions, respectively. Assume that 10% of the uplink bandwidth is reserved for voice traffic only. The signalling overhead in PHY and MAC layers is not considered for simplicity. For the access link, the channel model follows a path-loss exponent of 3.5, a log-normal shadowing with mean 0 and variance 4 dB, and Rayleigh fading. For the relay link, the channel model follows a path-loss exponent of 3 and Rician fading with factor $K$ of 10. Each MR-BS and T-RS is equipped with multiple transmit and receive antennas. The relay link is modeled as a MIMO channel with perfect CSIR. The transmission power of the MR-BS and T-RS is fixed at 1 W and 0.5 W, respectively, while the average transmission power of the MS is 100 mW. The modulation order and coding rate in AMC is determined by the received SNR $\tilde{\gamma}$ under path loss and shadowing. We follow the AMC table shown in Table I, which specifies the minimum SNR $\tilde{\gamma}$ required to meet a target average BER, e.g., $10^{-4}$. We set the target outage probability of the cell to be 5%, which is usually considered to be an acceptable QoS requirement. The cell radius under these constraints can be obtained in [6], which is close to 2 km.

![Average spectral efficiency gain with relay selection scheme (%)](image)

**Fig. 3.** Spectral efficiency gain with 3 T-RSs deployed per cell at a distance of 1 km away from the MR-BS, 4×4 MIMO in relay link, compared with direct transmissions

where $\rho_D(r, \theta)$ and $\rho(r, \theta)$ denote the end-to-end spectral efficiency with direct transmissions and with relay selection strategy discussed in Section III-D, respectively.

Fig. 3 shows the spectral efficiency gain with three T-RSs deployed in the cell and 4×4 MIMO, compared with direct transmissions. We observe that at the cell edge, where the distance is close to the T-RS but far away from the MR-BS, the spectral efficiency gain is significant and can achieve up to 160% compared to direct transmissions. In the region where the distance to the MR-BS is comparable to the closest T-RS, the gain is almost zero. This can be explained as follows. Since the relay link enjoys better channel quality and a 4×4 MIMO transmission is applied, the spectral efficiency over the relay link is much higher than that over the access link. Therefore the overall end-to-end spectral efficiency is mainly limited by the channel capacity of the access link, which further depends on the distance from a MS to the closest T-RS or MR-BS.

Fig. 4 depicts the impact of different T-RSs locations as well as different number of T-RSs on the average cell spectral efficiency. The deployment of T-RSs always exhibits better performance than direct transmissions, and the spectral efficiency increases as the number of T-RSs increases. This is in accordance with our expectations, as the increase of the number of T-RSs will increase the beneficial area in a cell where direct communication with MR-BS experiences unsatisfactory level of channel quality due to high path loss.
Furthermore, we can see that the spectral efficiency increases as the distance from a T-RS to the MR-BS increases until it reaches a peak point. Then the spectral efficiency decreases as the distance increases. Let’s revisit Fig. 3 and imagine that the T-RSs are moving away from the center. When the T-RSs are close to the MR-BS, the received SNR at MR-BS and T-RS is comparably the same, thus there is little gain by relaying. As the relays move away from the MR-BS, the region where the distance to the closest T-RS is much shorter than to the MR-BS increases until the relays reach certain positions (around 1.2 km to the MR-BS), where the beneficial area by relaying is maximized. After that point, the beneficial area shrinks and hence, the average spectral efficiency decreases.

A two dimensional Erlang capacity region of voice and data traffic at 3% blocking probability is depicted in Fig. 5. The solid lines indicate the Erlang capacity region of voice traffic and the dashed lines indicate the Erlang capacity region of data traffic. The 'no RS' curve corresponds to the performance of conventional single-hop 802.16e network, while the remaining curves characterize the performance of a two-hop 802.16j MMR network. The figure shows that significant higher traffic loads can be accommodated by using relays, and the Erlang capacity region of both voice and data traffic increases as the number of T-RSs deployed per cell increases. This is due to the reason that when the number of T-RSs deployed per cell increases, more users that are far from the MR-BS will be served by the T-RSs with higher spectrum efficiency, therefore significantly increase the average cell spectral efficiency, which results in an enlargement of the system Erlang capacity region. Furthermore, we notice that the Erlang capacity region of voice traffic is larger than that of data traffic. This is because data service has a higher bit rate requirement than voice service, thus occupies more bandwidth than voice service does. We also notice that the system can always accommodate certain amount of voice traffic regardless of the load of data traffic, this is due to the bandwidth reservation policy applied to the voice traffic.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have investigated the uplink capacity gain attainable with a two-hop 802.16j MMR network operating in transparent mode. To increase the spectral efficiency, AMC and MIMO transmission are applied in the access zone and relay zone, respectively. We have derived the cell coverage as well as the average spectral efficiency with direct transmission and with relay selection strategy. Also we have calculated the Erlang capacity of the system supporting both voice and data traffic. Numerical results show that with the introduction of relay stations and MIMO transmission applied in the relay link, the spectral efficiency of a two-hop relay system can be significantly increased compared with the single-hop system. However, the position and the number of T-RSs have a great impact on the capacity gain. With proper deployment of relays, significant capacity gains can be achieved.
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